MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

Between

Special Olympics, Inc.

AND

The Union Cycliste Internationale

On the promotion of cycling activities for people with intellectual disabilities

This is a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) made and entered into as of the last date signed below (Effective Date) between the Special Olympics, Inc., a District of Columbia nonprofit corporation located at 2600 Virginia Ave., NW, Washington, DC (Special Olympics), and The Union Cycliste Internationale, Allée Ferdi Kübler 12 1860 Aigle Switzerland (UCI). Special Olympics and UCI are each a “Party” and collectively as “Parties.”

1. Background

WHEREAS the mission of the Special Olympics is to provide year-round sports training and athletic competition in a variety of Olympic-type sports for children and adults with intellectual disabilities (ID), giving them continuing opportunities to develop physical fitness, demonstrate courage, experience joy, and participate in a sharing of gifts, skills, and friendship with their families, other
3. Roles and Responsibilities of Special Olympics

3.1 Provide information about cycling disciplines and UCI to its respective members/ accredited Special Olympics Programs.

3.2 Inspiring more people with ID to ride bicycles, promoting environmental topics and health benefits of cycling.

3.3 Where appropriate, invite a representative of UCI to present at different Special Olympics meetings and/or seminars and cycling events.

3.4 To promote its cooperation with UCI using its respective communication channels.

3.5 To help facilitate cooperation and communication between accredited Special Olympics National programs and UCI national federation members.
approval from the other party, to use each other’s name and logo. Both parties reserve the right to refuse to attach its name, logos and marks to any project held by the other party during this term.

5. Name, Logos and Marks

5.1 Special Olympics Marks- Special Olympics is and shall remain the sole owner of its name, logos, and marks (Special Olympics Marks) and shall remain the sole owner of materials developed by Special Olympics. Subject specifically to the prior approval requirements described below, Special Olympics hereby grants to the UCI a limited, nonexclusive, royalty-free, revocable license to use the Special Olympics Marks solely for the purpose of fulfilling its obligations under this MOU. By granting this license UCI has no ownership of Special Olympics marks. UCI shall submit each use of Special Olympics marks to Special Olympics for its advance review and approval/disapproval.

5.2 UCI Marks- UCI is and shall remain the sole owner of its name, logos, and marks (UCI Marks) and shall remain the sole owner of materials developed by UCI. Subject specifically to the prior approval requirements described below, UCI hereby grants to SOI a limited, nonexclusive, royalty-free, revocable license to use the UCI Marks solely for the purpose of fulfilling its obligations under this MOU. By granting this license SOI has no ownership of the UCI marks. SOI shall submit each use of UCI marks to UCI for its advance review and approval/disapproval.

6. Term and Termination of this MoU

This MoU shall become effective as of the last date signed below and shall run for a period of 3 years unless terminated by either Party in writing by observing a notice period of three (3) months at the end of each calendar year.

7. Governing Law and Dispute Resolution

This MoU shall be exclusively governed by Swiss laws. The mutual cooperation between the Parties is based upon mutual confidence and trust and they will make all efforts to resolve any dispute, which may arise between them, amicably and in good faith. If such attempt however fails, such controversy shall then be exclusively and finally dealt with by means of arbitration under the
This Agreement is issued in duplicate. Each party shall receive an original copy.

5/24/2023

Place and date ____________________________

On behalf of Special Olympics:

Name: Mary Davis
Position: CEO, Special Olympics

On behalf of UCI:

Name: David Lappartient
Position: UCI President

Name: Amina Lanaya
Position: UCI Director General